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OFDMA, wireless-sensor network, and cooperative transmission. In particular, methods for joint estimation of carrier-frequency errors, symbol timing error and channel response have been proposed for OFDMA networks [5, 6] , and methods for symbol synchronization have been proposed in wireless sensor networks [7, 8] All these methods can be borrowed to finish the symbol time and frequency synchronization in PNC.
Besides, PNC needs the critical carrier phase synchronization (which also implies a very accurate carrier frequency synchronization), which has recently been studied in the field of coherent cooperation (distributed beam forming ) to synchronize the separately distributed nodes. Among all these schemes, the most direct scheme uses the beacons bounded between the destination (relay) node and the source (end) nodes to estimate the relative phase offsets, so that each source compensated its phase according to this offset before transmitting [9] . To reduce the high feedback rate required in [9] , a one bit feed back synchronization scheme is proposed in [10] and showed good performance with experiments. Removing the iterative information exchanging between the destination and the source nodes, some open loop algorithms are proposed. For example, positive results have been obtained in [11] with a master-slave architecture to prove the feasibility of the distributed beam forming technique. In [12, 13] , another open loop synchronization scheme, round trip synchronization, were proposed and discussed where a beacon is used to measure round trip phase delays among the transmitters and the destination. We can use the ideas in these schemes to synchronize the phase of the two end nodes in the three-node PNC schemes. Besides the proposed synchronization algorithms, people also analyzed the affect of the synchronization errors in the coherent cooperate transmissions. For example, a more realistic collaborative communication system that includes the influence of AWGN and phase error on the signal transmission is analyzed in [14] . However, the analysis in [14] is different from the analysis in our paper since the source nodes in [14] transmit the same signal and the source nodes in our paper transmit different signals.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and illustrates the basic idea of PNC with a linear 3-node network under the assumption of perfect synchronization. Section III analyzes the performance penalty of non-perfect synchronization on PNC. Section IV proposes a strategy to extend 3-node synchronization to N-node synchronization in a long PNC chain. Section V studies the performance penalty of non-perfect synchronization by numerical simulation, and section VI concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ILLUSTRATING EXAMPLE

A. System Model:
In this paper, we focus on two-way relay channels (TWRC). A typical TWRC is the three node two way relay channel as shown in Fig. 1 . N 1 (Node 1) and N 3 (Node 3) are nodes that exchange information, but they are out of each other's transmission range. N 2 (Node 2) is the relay node between them. This system model has found applications in many scenarios. In satellite communication, the satellite serves as a relay to facilitate information exchange between two mobile stations on the earth. In wireless mesh networks, wireless nodes may also relay information between its neighbors. We consider frame-based communication in which a time slot is defined as the time required for the transmission of one fixed-size frame. In this paper, a frame is denoted by a capital letter and symbols within a frame are denoted by the corresponding small letter. Each node is equipped with an omni-directional antenna, and the channel is half duplex so that transmission and reception at a particular node must occur in different time slots. We assume that QPSK modulation is employed at all the nodes.
B. Physical-layer Network Coding Scheme
Before introducing the PNC transmission scheme, we first describe the traditional transmission scheduling scheme and the "straightforward" network-coding scheme for mutual exchange of a frame in the 3-node network [15, 16] .
The traditional transmission schedule is given in Fig. 2 . Let S i denote the frame initiated by N i . N 1 first sends S 1 to N 2 , and then N 2 relays S 1 to N 3 . After that, N 3 sends S 3 in the reverse direction. A total of four time slots are needed for the exchange of two frames in opposite directions. Ref. [15] and [16] outline the straightforward way of applying network coding in the 3-node wireless network. Fig. 3 , , , a b a b over there, the end-to-end delivery of information will be successful. For this, all we need is a special modulation/demodulation mapping scheme, referred to as PNC mapping in this paper, to obtain the equivalence of GF(2) summation of bits from N 1 and N 3 at the physical layer. 
With reference to Table 1 , N 2 obtains the data bits:
;
It then transmits, according to the QPSK modulation mapping, S S S ⊕ = in straightforward network coding can now be realized through PNC mapping.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , PNC requires only two time slots for the exchange of one frame (as opposed to three time slots in straightforward network coding). In [4] , we analyze the bit error rate (BER) of 1 3 S S ⊕ at the relay node for PNC scheme and the straightforward network coding scheme. It is shown that PNC slightly outperforms the straightforward network coding scheme, and slightly underperforms the standard point-to-point BPSK transmission. When the per-hop BER is low, the end-to-end BER for the three schemes is very similar. The main advantage of PNC, however, is the reduced number of time slots needed. In this paper, we showed that this conclusion is true even without perfect synchronization.
III. PERFORMANCE PENALTY OF SYNCHRONIZATION ERRORS
The basic PNC scheme presented thus far requires symbol-time, carrier-frequency and carrier-phase synchronizations, although these requirements could be relaxed for other variations of PNC [17, 18] . We now consider the performance penalty of synchronization errors on PNC 1 . This framework is applicable to situations where synchronization is not perfect (e.g., synchronization may become imperfect with time due the change of channel) as well as where synchronization is not performed at all. The discussion here is based on the 3-node model in section II.
Penalty of carrier-frequency/phase synchronization errors:
We first consider carrier-phase and carrier-frequency errors. For QPSK modulation, the two received signals from node N 1 and N 3 can be written as:
where θ ∆ is the phase offset and ω ∆ is frequency offset. Here we assume that the relative carrier-phase offset of the two input signals are known to the receiver 2 . The receiver down-converts the passband signal to the baseband to obtain 
We now bound the equivalent power penalty caused by the phase difference θ by benchmark against a reference system. The transmit power of each source in the original system is 2. Consider a reference system in which the transmit power of each source is 2 P ≤ . With perfect phase synchronization, the minimum distance between adjacent points of different 1 3 s s ⊕ of the reference system is 2 / 2 P . We can tune P such that the minimum distance of the reference system is shortened to the minimum distance of the PNC system with phase difference θ , i.e., 2 / 2
Effectively, the power penalty of the system with phase difference θ is / 2 P (note that P is the effective power and 2 is the actual power in the system with phase difference θ ). In particular, the BER performance of the PNC system with nonzero θ is no worse than that of the reference system with zero θ and with power thus adjusted. This is because decreasing the transmit power in the reference system reduces the distances among all the different constellation points uniformly, while in the original system, the phase difference reduces the distances between some constellation points and enlarges other distances. In other words, the performance loss of the phase difference θ is upper bounded by a power penalty given as follows:
In Fig. 6 , we plot the upper bound in (10) with different phase offset. We can see that the power penalty bound is more than 7dB when the phase offset is about / 4 π ± . However, we need not be too pessimistic.
When there is no synchronization, a reasonable assumption is that the phase offset is uniformly distributed That is, even if carrier phase synchronization is not performed at all, the average SNR penalty is upper bounded by 3.4 dB (the simulation in Fig. 11 shows that the average power penalty is no more than 2dB.).
To avoid the worst-case penalty and to obtain the average power penalty performance, the transmitters could intentionally change their phases from symbol to symbol using a "phase increment" sequence known to the receivers (or intentionally increase their carrier frequency). If the phase-increment sequences of the two transmitters are not correlated, then certain symbols are received with low error rates and certain symbols are received with high error rates during a data packet transmission. With good FEC coding, the overall packet error rate can be reduced. This essentially translates the power penalty to data-rate penalty. 
where P 0 is the transmission power, d is the distance between adjacent nodes, and the fading coeffienets α is set to a typical value of 4. For the 2-D case, the SIR of PNC is 13.5dB with J=5 is the distance between adjacent PNC chains as in [19, Eq. (9) ], and it is 10.1dB after subtracting the 3.4dB loss. It still satisfies the target 10dB SIR requirement as used in traditional wireless networks [19] .
Penalty of time synchronization errors:
Ref. [20] analyzes the impact of time synchronization errors on the performance of cooperative MISO systems, and show that the clock jitters as large as 10% of the bit period actually do not have much negative impact on the BER performance of the system. Based on the similar methodology, we can also analyze the impact of time synchronization error toward the performance of PNC.
In this section, we assume perfect carrier phase and frequency synchronizations for simplicity. In this case, the performance of QPSK is the same as that of BPSK, and therefore we only consider the in-phase signals hence. Let t ∆ be the symbol offset of the two input signals. The two transmitted in-phase signals can be written as: 
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After the match filter, the receiver samples the signal at time instances / 2 t kT t = − ∆ (i.e., at the middle of the offset) 3 . We then have 1 3
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where, ( ) p t is the response of the receiving filter to the input pulse ( ) g t . As widely used in practice, the raised cosine pulse shaping function, 
The simulation results in Section V shows that the power penalty due to non-perfect time synchronization is less than 1 dB, which is even smaller than the SINR decrease in (17) . In other words, our PNC scheme is more sensitive to the phase offset than the symbol time offset. This fact reminds us that we could adjust the integration time of the match filter at the relay node from T to ' Based on the discussion in this section, we can conclude that the performance degradation of 3 to 4dB due to various synchronization errors (including large carrier phase, frequency, and time synchronization errors in the case where a synchronization mechanism is not used at all) is acceptable given the smaller interference of PNC ([19, Eq. (6) and Eq. (9)]) and given the more than 100% throughput improvement obtained by PNC.
IV. SYNCHRONIZATION IN N-NODE PNC CHAIN
In the previous section, we argue that PNC detection is not very sensitive to synchronization errors in the case of 3 N = . It may appear at first glance that the synchronization problem of the N-node case may cause PNC to break down for large N, due to the propagation of synchronization errors along the chain. Here, we argue that the detection scheme in PNC does not break down just because N is large. In particular, we argue that if the synchronization errors can be bounded in the 3-node case, they can also be bounded in the general N-node case.
Synchronization between multiple sources and one destination has been extensively studied in previous works [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . We assume that the feasibility of synchronization in a 3-node chain is a given based on these prior results (i.e., the two end nodes are the sources and the relay is the destination in the set-up of the 3-node chain). Let us consider how the N-node case can make use of 3-node synchronization. A possible approach is to partition the long chain into multiple 3-node local groups, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , and then synchronize them in a successive manner. Suppose that the synchronization for 3-node can be achieved with reasonable error bounds for phase, frequency, and time (see Section III, where we argue that PNC detection is not very sensitive to synchronization errors), represented by, say, , 2 , t θ ω ∆ ∆ . An issue is the impact of these errors on the N-node chain.
For N-node synchronization, let us divide the time into two parts: the synchronization phase and the data-transmission phase, as shown in Fig. 9 . These two phases are repeated periodically, say once every P T seconds. The synchronization phase lasts S T seconds and the data transmission phase lasts D T seconds,
The PNC data transmission described in Section II comes into play only during the data transmission phase. The synchronization overhead is / S P T T , with S T depending on the synchronization handshake overhead, and P T depending on the speed at which the synchronizations drift as time progresses. That is, the faster the drift, the smaller the P T , because one will then need to perform resynchronization more often. It turns out that the N-node case increases the S T required, but not the 1/ P T required as compared to the 3-node case, as detailed below.
For the N-node chain, let us further divide the synchronization phase into two sub-phases. The first sub-phase is responsible for synchronizing all the odd-numbered nodes and the second for all the even-numbered nodes. We describe only sub-phase 1 here (phase 2 is similar). With reference to 
S BG
It turns out that with a cleverer scheme, sub-phase 2 can be eliminated and S T can be reduced roughly by half. But that is not the main point we are trying to make here. The main issue is that with the above method, the bounds of the synchronization errors of node N with respect to node 1 become Recall that for PNC detection, a receiver receives signals simultaneously from only the two adjacent nodes. By applying a channel coding scheme [21] at all the nodes, the relay node can recover 1 2
S S ⊕
from the received signal without any error. Only the synchronization error penalty within one BG can affect the PNC performance and the penalty will not propagate to other BGs. For example, say, N is odd.
The reception at node 2 depends only on the synchronization between nodes 1 and 3; and the reception at node N-1 only depends on the synchronization of nodes N-2 and N. In particular, it is immaterial that there is a large synchronization error between nodes 1 and N. concern. In practice, however, we may still want to impose a limit on the chain size N not just to limit the overhead S T , but also for other practical considerations, such as routing complexities, network management, etc. 
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance loss due to non-perfect synchronization in PNC by numerical simulation. In our simulation, QPSK modulation is used. SNR is defined as the transmission power of each end node over the variance of the Gaussian noise, i.e., 2 1/ σ .
We first compare the BER performance with different synchronization levels as in Fig. 10 . In this figure, the un-coded BER of 1 2 s s ⊕ at the relay node is plotted under different SNRs. The decision rule under perfect synchronization is the same as that in [4] , the decision rule for non-perfect phase synchronization is based on ML detection and the decision rule for non-perfect symbol-time synchronization is also the same as that in [4] 5 . From this figure, we can see that there is only about 1dB loss when no symbol-time synchronization is not performed, and the performance loss can be ignored when the symbol time offset is randomly distributed in [-0.2T, 0.2T]. When there are phase synchronization errors, an SNR loss of more than 4dB can be observed at a BER of 3E-3. It is more than the theoretical power penalty of 3.4 dB in (11) .
The reason is that QPSK is a low order (only 4 constellation points) modulation and it can not efficiently exploit all the signal information when the phase synchronization error is small without the application of channel coding. We then compare the mutual information performance with different synchronization levels as in Fig.   11 . Mutual information is more closely related to the channel coded performance than the uncoded BER.
For perfect synchronization, we plot 
For the non-perfect time synchronization error, we simply plot 1 2
( ; ) 2
I s s r ⊕ with time offset randomly distributed in the given range. From Fig. 11 , we can see that the SNR loss of no time synchronization is upper bounded by 0.5 dB. This result is much better than the theoretical average SINR loss in (17) . The SNR loss of no carrier phase and carrier frequency synchronization is no more than 2dB in the interested SNR region of [0dB, 7dB]. It is also much better than the theoretical upper bound in (11) . The simulation results show that the PNC scheme is more robust to synchronization errors than the analysis as in Section III. Figure 11 . Mutual information performance of PNC with different synchronization levels
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the synchronization issues in Physical-layer Network Coding (PNC). We first study the penalty of synchronization errors in PNC. Both analysis and simulation shows that PNC is very robust to the synchronization errors. It has also been shown that the power penalty due to imperfect synchronization can be compensated by the larger SIR in the PNC transmission system. After that, we propose a new synchronization scheme in an N-node chain which performs PNC transmission. Last but not least, we have shown that global synchronization in PNC can be achieved without detrimental effects from synchronization-error propagation.
